Abstract. This paper presents a novel distance concept, Vectored-Distance (VD) for high dimensional data. VD extends traditional scalar distance definition to a vector-styled fashion by extracting multi local distance information from diverse angles. These partial distances act as entries of VD, and they preserve individual features of involved dimensions as much as possible. That addresses the drawback of scalar distance that only reveals the difference among data in a single manner. Then an algorithm of neighborhood formulation for high dimensional data is proposed by combining the VD and the Locality-Sensitive Hashing idea, named as VDLSH. Experiments on real datasets verify the performance of VD and VDLSH through checking the quality of the neighborhoods produced by VDLSH.
Introduction
Distance information is of significance in machine learning community. Euclidean metric is the famous metric to compute distance, which exhibits fine behaviors in applications [1] . However for high dimensional data [2] and some relational data [3] , Euclidean metric fails since the structure of high dimensional space defies the usual 3-dimensional geometric intuition. Conventional distance definitions tend to distort the true closeness, and affect the subsequent learning results. That phenomenon is known in the statistical literatures as the curse of dimensionality [4] .
Dimension reduction is a popular approach to solve this problem [5] . Based on dimension relevance, these methods define data-dependent metrics to capture local distribution features. Usually they view all dimensions of data in a non-weighted way. That weakens or hides the uniqueness of individual dimensions and meets difficulty in high dimensional space. For example, high dimensional data x, y and z, maybe the dimensions that are critical to measure distance between x and y are different from that to x and z. Hence the single-source-based metric is unable to reveal intrinsic data structure of high dimensions. It motivates us to define a multi-source-based metric.
This paper defines a novel distance concept, Vectored-Distance (VD). For a high dimensional data x, multi partial metrics concerned with x are created, and consequently multi partial distances are yielded. The partial metric is induced from randomly selected dimensions, in a weighted fashion, with intension to hold plain features of involved dimensions. All partial distances are organized in a vector. The comprehensive distance value can be achieved by computing the norm of such a vector.
VD provides a sorted list of query's neighbors. But it is uneasy to explore q's neighborhood boundary. So we propose an algorithm based on VD and Locality-Sensitive Hashing (VDLSH) to specify neighborhoods for relational data and high dimensional data. Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [6] searches nearest neighbor by conducting times of partition. Each partition produces cells where the close data are collected. The union of cells serves as the final neighborhood. LSH finds a region where true neighbors can be identified, but it is unable to sort them according to local significance. And more important, the randomness of partition incurs some unpleasant neighbors included in cells, so bringing redundancy and making the final neighborhood less informative. VDLSH computes the distance values based on VD and LSH. When the query comes, on the one hand, the max gap in its sorted VD value list is probed, and the data before that gap form neighborhood candidates. On the other hand, the union of cells of LSH acts as another candidate. Take two candidates' union as the final neighborhood. In VDLSH, LSH provides VD a rough neighborhood boundary; VD provides a criterion to identify qualified neighbors. The combination of them refines their products.
Related Work
LSH [6] is reviewed here. LSH tessellates data P times with random partitions, each defined by C inequalities. In each partition, C pairs of random numbers (d, vd) are used. Therein, d is an integer between 1 and n, with n being the dimensionality. Then vd, a value within the range of the data along the d th dimension. The pair (d, vd) partitions the data according to an inequality condition: xid < vd (i = 1 …N), with N being the number of data. xid is the coordinate of xi in the d th dimension. Based on meeting that inequality or not, xi yields a P-length Boolean vector (inequality true or false). Points that have the same Boolean vector are grouped into the same cell. After P partitions, each point belongs to simultaneously P cells: CE1…CEP. Usually the union of cells is taken as point's neighborhood.
LSH can produce a partition of dataset according to locality. And if all partition cells are asked to keep in track, a hash table is used to map the points with the same Boolean vector into a table bucket. This paper focuses on a query's neighborhood, so description of hash table is omitted.
Vectored-Distance Definition and VDLSH Algorithm
The idea of Vectored-Distance lies in random projection and the corresponding metric formulation. Random projection is fulfilled by sampling dimensions at random P times, and in each sampling C dimensions are involved. The particular metric customized to the selected dimensions and the query q is created. Under such a metric, training data and the q yield distance values. Because only some dimensions information is engaged in the distance computation, this distance is named as partial distance. After P samplings, q corresponds to a P-length vector where each entry records a partial distance. The norm of that vector reflects a comprehensive distance value.
Partial Distance
Assume PDI as the set of dimensions selected in I-th time. We compute the weight of some d ∈PDI in consideration of two factors: q and PDI. For qd, the coordinate of d th dimension, if it is located in the dense interval, then d th dimension should be equipped with a big weight to strengthen the difference among data. Big weight expresses the demanding criterion for neighbors. If qd is located in the sparse interval, then a small weight is suitable to allow data points that are next to q but far away from q to be considered as neighbors. To learn the dense state around qd, we sort the distance of d th dimension of q to other points in the ascending order:
. Find the max gap between two adjacent distance values. The point that produces the max gap tells a contour of qd's natural dense region. Denote that point as , 
The partial distance of I-th time and the final VD are:
VD x q dp x q dp x q  
Various norms can be applied on VD to realize various purposes. This paper adopts 2-norm, with hope to summarize all partial distances non-weighted way.
VDLSH Algorithm
VDLSH integrates the tessellation idea of LSH into VD formulation. In each dimension sampling, a random constrain is produced simultaneously. That is, a random value within the range of this dimension, vd, is produced to define an inequality: xid < vd. That condition partitions data into two intervals according to the true or false responses. Thus a data yields a C-length Boolean vector in each dimension sampling. Points with the same Boolean vector are grouped into the same cell. After P dimension samplings, P cells that contain q are united to form a rough neighborhood. Simultaneously 2-norm of VD of q is obtained. To find another coarse boundary of q's neighborhood, we sort these norms in the ascending order: {||VD(q, x1)||2…||VD(q, xN-1)||2}, and then find the max gap between two adjacent VD norms:
The resulted j value indicates the boundary of an intrinsic dense region around q. Points before index j form the second neighborhood.
Parameterize P and C P and C have a direct influence on the size of cells, the size and the quality of neighborhood. For these two parameters concerned with operation, it is hard to integrate them into cost function explicitly and find their optimal configuration through optimization. So this paper searches them from trails. Literature [6] gives a parameterization method that requires least time. This paper reduces the search into an appreciate range, and employ neighborhood quality to find the best pair. This paper fixes C by setting its value as an integer randomly generated from a desired range [Cdown, Cup] in advance, where up C n  , down C n  . As to P, we explore the dependence of it on the neighborhood quality, and then run P over a specified range to find the one able to bring the best neighborhood quality. Instead of using traditional theoretical statistics, like cohesion or coupling amount, we employ the empirical approach to evaluate neighborhood quality. The one reason relies on the single-source-based computation of these statistics. The resulted distance or affinity values might be less informative and incur some distortion on the pair-wise distance. Another reason is the hardship to develop the accurate function relationship between P and statistics; moreover there might be local optimal that attract searching process to an error direction. Therefore we design below steps: 1) Select m data randomly; 2) For P = Pdown : Pup 3) Run VDLSH to obtain neighborhoods of m data: {Nei(i)}, (i = 1…m); 4) Qua(P) = ave{|Mem (i)| / | Nei(i)|}; 5) End 6) Poptimal = max P {Qua(P)}. Therein Mem (i) is the set of xi's same-class members in Nei(i). The ratio of same-class members to the neighborhood size serves as the indicator of neighborhood. Pup is specified by the memory available or problem at hand. Pdown is set as: Pdown = max (n/C, C). Its underlying idea is: 1) When n/C > C, there is C n  . There are a few conditions to specify a cell, which leads to the coarse boundaries of cells. So P should be large to produce more cells, so that the quality of the final neighborhood can be guaranteed. In this case, P is set as n/C. 2) When n/C < C, a cell can be constrained by the moderate number of conditions so it is refined sufficiently. Since every cell is of fine performance, there is no need to yield many cells and a good neighborhood can be obtained too.
Experiments Test Relational Data
This section tests VDLSH on relational data taken from UCI [7] : Musk [7, 8] Mutagenesis [9] , and Gene-Location [10] . Musk has two versions Musk1 and Musk2. Mutagenesis is divided into regression-friendly group and regression-unfriendly group. We test two groups and the whole dataset respectively. In Gene-Location, missing values are replaced by the average values of their congeners.
kNN is used as the classifier. We conduct kNN on the neighborhoods produced by VDLSH. Table1 compares the mean accuracy of 20 independent runs with some popular classifiers: SVMs of 1-vs-1 version (SVM11) [11] , Machete [12] , Scythe [12] , DANN, [13] , and Adamenn [14] . Machete is a recursive partitioning procedure, where the dimension used for splitting at each step is the one that maximizes the estimated local relevance. Scythe id a generalization of Machete method. DANN is an adaptive nearest neighbor method. Adamenn is another adaptive nearest neighbor approach. Besides we run 1NN and kNN with the Euclidean metric to check the performance of VD definition. Here, 30% data are sampled randomly for training. Parameters involved are tuned by 10-time cross-validation. To obtain ideal results, we integrate the associated tables of the relational data into a big table and conduct the classifiers on the big table. The resulted big table stands high dimensional data.
It is easy to find VDLSH exhibits the best behaviors among all classifiers by presenting the optimal results in 4 out of 5 datasets. In the remaining Gene dataset, the accuracy produced by VDLSH follows the optimal result closely. That indicates the validation and the performance of VDLSH. VDLSH shows the improvement over 1NN and kNN that are encoded with Euclidean metric, which verifies VD definition does draw the desired distribution information of high dimensional data and its quality is pleasant. Among other classifiers, Adamenn provides fine accuracy. Adamenn's behaviors are attributed to its derivation of distribution information from the statistics measurement. SVM11 follows Adamenn, and its employment of Kernel function fosters its ability to handle the non-separation datasets. DANN and Scythe follows SVM11 in turn. They are the simple versions of Adamenn, therefore the behaviors are moderate. As to Machete, its greed strategy affects its label assignment. 
Test Common Dataset
Now News group dataset [16] is tested. News group contains 20 newsgroups that are labeled from NG1 to NG20. We apply the usual tf.idf weighting schema to express documents. We delete words that appear too few times and normalize each document vector to have unit Euclidean length. Now we replace SVM11 with another SVM-based approach 1-vs-r version (SVM1r). Besides another classifier C4.5 decision tree [16, 17] is also tested. Classification results of 20 independent runs are listed in Table 2 . C, VDLSH still outperforms 1NN and kNN greatly thanks for the discriminant information that is integrated into distance definition. VDLSH also shows better behavior than most kNN variants, which demonstrate fine quality of the VD definition. C4.5 and Machete work poorly in some sets due to their greedy idea. Scythe modifies the greedy nature and thereby achieves better accuracy. DANN does a good job in some cases, but the metric employed by it approximates the weighted Chi-squared distance, which causes its failure in datasets of non-Gaussian distribution. Adamenn also achieves optimal results in some datasets depending on the considerate design of dimension relevance. Yet Adamenn consumes much cost in tuning six parameters. In most cases, VDLSH follows closely the optimal classifier. If cost is considered, VDLSH is a desirable choice.
Conclusions
A novel distance concept is presented. VD extends traditional scalar distance into a vector fashion. The entries of VD come from the partial distance information that is computed on selected dimensions. Metric defined on VD information provides the closeness amount. The proposed algorithm based on VD and LSH (VDLSH) generates a wise neighborhood for relational data and some high dimensional data. Experiments indicate the validation and the performance of VD and VDLSH algorithm.
